ABSTRACT: Today, scientific research has become increasingly characterized by team efforts. Strong team formation relies on the ability to identify, attract, and develop talent and to implement practices that facilitate people from different backgrounds and skillsets to work together. To achieve these goals, it is crucial for the entire community (whether individuals are members of underrepresented demographic groups or not) to work on all career levels simultaneously; transitions require particular attention since they are critical points. The result will be a mosaic, not a melting pot, but that is precisely what is needed—a variety of ideas and approaches to solve complex and wicked problems using creative means. Summarized in my talk will be the advice of 100 women that highlight their strategies for success while addressing work-life balance. Following this, I will provide actions that individuals can take to foster diversity. Such actions are magnified through support structures for diversity and inclusion (which will be the subject of a forthcoming article co-authored with Dr. Lisa M. Frehill).
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